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INTRODUCTION

In early May 2008, a wave of violent attacks against foreign migrant communities in
South Africa lead to the displacement of thousands of foreign migrants as well as
some few South African nationals from their homes and from communities that they
had been living in for decades.
Migrant communities in South Africa, prior to these large scale xenophobic attacks,
had experienced small scale xenophobic attacks in mostly townships and informal
settlement.
Over sixty were killed and more than six hundred injured. These attacks, which had
an organized component, quickly spread from Alexandra township (where they
received a large media coverage) to the Johannesburg inner city, townships and
informal settlements of Gauteng (in particular in Ekurhuleni Metro), as well as to
other provinces.
Competition with locals over jobs and businesses, myths and misconceptions, lack of
housing and social services, anger and frustration over low pace of service delivery by
relevant authorities, high unemployment rate among the youngsters in the townships
and informal settlements were some of the elements believed to be behind this attacks.
The displaced foreign migrants sought shelter in community halls, churches, mosques
and police stations, receiving assistance from members of the public, faith based
organization, civil societies, the UN bodies and other humanitarian organizations.
Support from the Gauteng provincial government was slow but in few days they
managed to mobilize the disaster management services which coordinated the
humanitarian responses in Gauteng, eventually leading to the establishment of safety
sites that acted as temporary shelter for the displaced.
Countries whose nationals were affected are (mostly): Zimbabwe, Mozambique,
Democratic Republic of Congo(DRC), Somalia, Ethiopia, Burundi, Rwanda, Kenya,
Malawi and some South African nationals caught up in the violence or mistaken as
foreigners.
The number of displaced foreign migrants on the sites at the beginning was estimated
at around eighty thousand (80,000) to hundred thousand (100,000). This number was
drastically reduced and by mid August in Gauteng province when the provincial
government threatened premature closure of camps the number stood at four thousand
three hundred and forty (4,340) in ten different camps.
On the 1st of September 2008, the consolidation of camps began, DBSA, River Road
and Wit Road were consolidated into Glenanda (Rifle range) but other two major
camps Boksburg and Rand airport remained unconsolidated, till their dismantling on
the 1st of October 2008.
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The African Diaspora Forum, which was formed just after the first attacks took place
in Alexandra (19 May 2008) and sought to gather African migrants associations to
respond to the crisis, developed a strategy to respond to the crisis.
1) Presence on the sites and attempts to find cooperative solutions involving all
stakeholders (displaced migrants and their leaders, Home Affairs, concerned
Embassies, police, UN). This was particularly the case on the R28 were
displaced migrants were dumped on the road with their families after having
been unsuccessfully transferred to Lindela Center. The cooperative approach
of ADF proved successful but lack of coordination with other NGO
intervening on this issue and adopting more aggressive approaches towards the
South African government, led to a deadlock.
ADF task team involved on the R28: Judith Hayem, Mariam Davids,
Rayban Sengwayo, Eddy Mavungu, Marc Gbaffou, Cyprian Ikanyi,
Nothando Sicealana, Ali Nailuwa
2) Help provided to displaced migrants staying in Gauteng sites, and wishing to
be repatriated back to their home country. ADF contacted the migrants, made
a census of them, how many wanted to go back home, where, etc., liaised with
Gift of the Givers for transport funding, organized the repatriation of migrants
who desired such a solution.
ADF task team involved in the repatriation exercise: Rayban Sengwayo,
Joshua Mwamba, Gabriel Finch, Joannes Zvigo, Beverly Pullen.
3) While repatriation was by far the easier option available to displaced migrants
(due in particular to the easy availability of NGO funding for repatriation, as
opposed to more complex forms of reintegration), it was not the solution
favoured by ADF, who encouraged migrants to rather seek reintegration in
Johannesburg. A reintegration process was organized by ADF, where ADF
members liaised with migrants calling for reintegration, made a census and
survey of their needs, negotiated with landlords for them to provide housing,
liaised with the Red Cross for it to fund one month rent for migrants
reintegrated into Johannesburg’s urban fabric.
ADF task team involved in the reintegration exercise; Marc Gbaffou,
Amir Sheikh.
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I - ACTION ON DISPLACED PEOPLE SITES

ADF task team involved on the sites: Judith Hayem, Mariam Davids,
Rayban Sengwayo, Eddy Mavungu, Marc Gbaffou, Cyprian Ikanyi,
Nothando Sicealana, Ali Nailuwa
ADF has consistently visited the displaced in camps when they were moved down
there (Glenanda/Rifle Range, Germiston, Midrand) and tried to engage them so as to
help them find a solution to their situation. This has never been an easy process,
nevertheless in Glenanda ADF had already helped the Tanzanian Embassy to
repatriate most of its nationals wishing to leave South Africa back home.
On Sunday 22nd of August, while visiting various camps, ADF was refused entry at
Rifle Range and told that the situation was becoming very tense inside, following the
incidents with Home Affairs representative around the issue of registration, a fews
days before. The manager of the camp mentioned that people might be removed to
Lindela soon. People from the camp standing at the gate also told ADF that a lot of
intimidation was going on inside the camp. When hearing on the news that 800 people
had been taken away to Lindela the following Wednesday, ADF went there to assess
the situation. ADF came across a crowd of men, women, babies and children with
heavy luggage getting out of the repatriation center, in the dark and walking along a
dirt road to access the nearby road, namely the R28 going from Krugersdorp to
Randfontein. The displaced people could not be repatriated from Lindela as most of
them were political refugees; they were therefore dumped outside Lindela.
What ADF did was:
- Engaging the displaced people and treating them with respect, like human
beings
- Offering translation services in a much needed communication process with
local authorities
- Keep contact with other stakeholders at all times, since there was little
coordination between SAPS and Home Affairs, Disaster Management and
municipalities and other NGOs. In particular, the DM did not know who were
the people, DDG ignored the rumour on the ground. NGOs all came with food
but no clothing or vice versa. We also liaised with national communities and
relevant embassies.
- Finding shelter for the displaced (at the Riet Shelter, provided by an NGO;
later at the local police station), then providing transport to Johannesburg inner
city.
The process was going somewhere as migrant communities (originally opposed to any
form of dialogue with South African authorities and demanding asylum in another
country), South African local authorities (very confused about the situation and at
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times impatient with migrants communities) and other institutions (embassies,
international organizations) were starting to engage. However this negotiation process
was interrupted when a court case against the South African government was engaged
by other NGOs (coordination with which was not ensured) and the case was lost,
which led South African government to end the negotiation process and eventually
repatriate the migrants to their home country (DRC for most). This stresses the issue
of NGO-driven action in the absence of any government clear framework, where
coordination and overall view is missing. It nevertheless shows that there is scope for
dialogue and locally found solution, with the necessary skills, patience and support.
For a full report on ADF action on the R28, see ADF report, “Living Together –
the way forward”, report prepared by Judith Hayem, 8 August 2008.

© African Diaspora Forum, 2008. Rifle Range – Displaced camp, 25/09/2008.
Members of the African Diaspora Forum provides support to displaced families.
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II - VOLUNTARY REPATRIATION

ADF task team involved in the repatriation exercise: Rayban Sengwayo,
Joshua Mwamba, Gabriel Finch, Joannes Zvigo, Beverly Pullen.
Voluntary repatriation was one option available for the displaced migrants on the sites,
under international standard and treaties signed by the Republic of South Africa.
African Diaspora forum (ADF) made it clear to the displaced migrants that besides
repatriation they had other options that included return to the place of residence (from
which they were chased away by violence), or local reintegration in another
neighbourhood in the same region.
For those who opted to be voluntary repatriated, the Diaspora made it clear that the
repatriation must be viewed in relation to both the situation in the home country and
South Africa. This means any displaced whose life was in danger upon return or his
country wasn’t stable due to war or any other unrest couldn’t be assisted by the Diaspora.
.
Upon making decision the Diaspora members and volunteers on the sites started the
process of registering.
The registration form has a declaration of intent to repatriate which has to be signed by
those willing to be voluntarily repatriated. Upon signing the declaration form, the
relevant consulate of the repatriate was called on for issuance of travel document. Once
this was done, transportation was organized by ADF with the help of Gift of the Givers
and a transport service provider, and the process of deregistration from sites took effect.
.
Land transportation was used on neighboring countries and air transport on far away
countries.
Countries that benefited from this humanitarian mission, which was financed by money
donated by well-wishers through the outreach programme by the Independent Media of
South Africa, and given to the Gift of the Givers, were mainly Zimbabwean and
Mozambican nationals (see Annexure 1).
Relationships with stakeholders involved in the repatriation exercise
The Zimbabwe and Mozambique consulate officials have been extremely cooperative and
assisted us in providing travel documents for those willing to voluntarily repatriate at a
short notice. In some cases due to irregularities or absence of some of the repatriates, the
officials were patient with us and spent long hours sometimes as late as mid nights.
The Mozambique consulate did splendid job of alerting their country and immigration
at the border point so that the repatriates were received well by government officials
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and escorted by police officials to their respective individual destination (see
annexure 2 and 3, letter of congratulations to ADF from the Mozambican Embassy).
Gift of the Givers bore all the transportation cost of repatriation organized in this way
(the money being given directly to the transporting companies). It also provided food
parcel to the repatriates.
The hired transporters also did a wonderful job, by providing excellent services
considering the humanitarian plight of the displaced, which made them to be patient
with us when we experienced some logistical challenges and they had to depart
sometimes past midnights rather than day time.
No breakdown or accident was reported during the whole process of repatriating
exercise.
The IDT, which was managing sites for the displaced on behalf of the Gauteng
provincial government, did also assist us in accomplishing our tasks in the sites.
The site managers were also very helpful and generous. They assisted us with data of
the displaced which made our work easier, they also provided us with stationeries
whenever we ran short of them, and sometimes they were more generous and
provided food and drinks to our members and volunteers.
When the situation of the sites changed and members from the public, NGOs and the
media were not allowed in the sites, the Diaspora was the only organization allowed
to continue with its exercise inside the camp getting all support needed from the site
managers and their working team.

© African Diaspora Forum 2008 – Germiston camp, Rand Airport. Loading the trucks for Zimbabwe.
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© African Diaspora Forum, 2008. Rifle Range Camp,
08/09/2008 – waiting for transport to go back home.

© African Diaspora Forum, 2008. Germiston Camp,
Rand Airport, September 2008 – loading luggage onto
the truck to leave for home
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III - REINTEGRATION

ADF task team involved in the reintegration exercise; Marc Gbaffou,
Amir Sheikh.
On reintegrating the displaced migrants and South Africans in the sites, ADF with the
partnership of the Gauteng provincial governments, through the IDT which was
managing the sites, the UN bodies, Red Cross, broader g civil societies organization
in Gauteng, charitable organization like the Gift of the Givers, and faith based
organization succeeded in reintegrating more than thousand displaced to their original
home of displacement after dialogue and reconciling with local communities,
community leaders, civic political organizations.
Examples of areas we succeeded in, are Ivory Park, and Extension 10 in Tsekane,
Alexandra Township (one of the area particularly affected by xenophobic violence).
In other areas where communities were hostile, like Ramaphosa informal settlements
(Germiston) and other areas in Ekurhuleni municipality, we did not succeed with
dialoguing and negotiation, so we sought other safe areas within the inner cities that
host large numbers of migrants communities i.e. Hillbrow, Berea, Yeoville, Bez
Valley and Bertrams for reintegration
Displaced who identified alternative accommodation for themselves outside the site
for but were having difficulties in transportation, ADF assisted them with transport
services from the site to area of reintegration, on the condition that the area of
reintegration is not outside Gauteng province.
Some displaced who didn’t get any monetary assistance from the Jesuit refugee
services (JRS) nor from UNICEF and had no means of reintegrating, ADF assisted
them with one month rental assistance and food parcel after identifying an area for
reintegration, negotiating with landlords. In this process we partnered with the Red
Cross Germiston Provincial Office.
The African Diaspora forum (ADF) assisted in this way 37 individual migrants
detained at Lindela Repatriation Centre for deportation but who were released through
the efforts of Lawyers for Human Rights (LHR). ADF assisted with transportation to
a church in Bertrams, Johannesburg, where they reintegrated easily to the local
communities (together with 8 other displaced migrant families who joint them later –
see Annexure 1).
For displaced migrants whose shacks were either burnt or destroyed and locals
communities were willing to accept them back but were having problems in
rebuilding them, ADF consulted the Gauteng provincial government who in turn
called the local municipality to assist in rebuilding them. An example of this action
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was Somali Park in Vooslorus and in extension 10 Tsekane.

Reintegration challenges
A number of challenges made it extremely difficult and time-consuming for ADF
(and we think any other NGO) to actively and efficiently reintegrate displaced persons
and families. While ADF’s help to each migrant’s family was taking a lot of effort
and was of value to each individual, the scope of ADF reintegration activity remained
limited due to the following challenges.
1) Lack of effective, efficient, sustainable and transparent reintegration plan
from the Gauteng provincial government.
Most of the activities ADF undertook to reintegrate displaced migrants were done
with the NGO sector rather than with governmental support. This might be due both
to the absence of planning from the government side, and maybe to the absence of
political willingness (cf. the issue of ‘no compensation to migrants’, and more
generally the political challenge of providing public direct financial support to non –
South Africans).
This general element was sometimes aggravated by migrants’ fear of local
government authorities and police not acting immediately in response to report of
violence against them.
2) Hostility of some of the local communities: in some cases during
reintegration of displaced migrants
Former residents who had attempted to return to local communities in areas like
Germiston, Ramaphosa, Vooslorus, were driven away. Some verbally abused,
threatened whereas others were murdered, i.e. the case of Felix Nobunga, a
Mozambique national in Ramaphosa days after his return back.
3) Financial and management constraints
The once-off payments provided by Jesuit Refugee Services (JRS), the UNHCR
implementing agency and UNICEF were inadequate for a displaced migrant who lost
everything he possessed or either damaged, destroyed or completely demolished and
had no other means or capital to restart. Therefore, in order to allow victims of
xenophobic attacks to regain access to housing, ADF had to facilitate the transfer of a
small subsidy (equivalent to one month rent) from other NGOs like the Red Cross to
landlords.
Red-tape and delay in the transfer of money facilitated by ADF (from the Red Cross
to landlords for instance), created a number of problems, both for reintegrating
migrants and for ADF. First, displaced families who had been told by ADF that they
could get one month rent and move into a flat found by ADF, were waiting,
sometimes for several weeks, before rental money was provided by the Red cross and
before they could move in. It was a problem in itself and also undermined ADF
credibility and created anger and frustration. Other families who had already moved
in, but the landlord failed to receive Red Cross rent money in time, were chased away
from their flat (experiencing a second eviction in a few months time), which was
sometimes traumatic.
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© African Diaspora Forum, 2008. Several families from Rifle Range have taken shelter in
Bertrams Tabernacle Church, and await relocation into Bertrams flats in a process facilitated by
ADF and the Red Cross.
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IV - LESSONS LEARNT

Where ADF really helped
1) Translation
Language barriers and lack of translators was ala great challenge as majority of the
displaced migrants communities were not from an English speaking countries and
were not either conversant in any of the local communities spoken languages, ie the
case of R28 in which majority of those taken to Lindela were French speakers and the
presence and translation of Judith Hayem, ADF international affairs representative did
really helped and allow the problem of the migrants and Department of Home Affairs.
2) Creating linkages, promoting dialogue and finding negotiated solutions
between different institutions and stakeholders
ADF specific approach (looking for negotiated solutions before attempting any other
type of action), as well as ADF assets (the representation of multiple migrant
associations through the participation of their leaders) helped promoting dialogue
between stakeholders and institutions that do not know one another or are not used to
engage with one another. Quick and easy links with embassies for instance helped
tremendously solve a number of individual and collective problems. Dialogue
between local, provincial and national officials as well as international institutions,
and migrant communities (as was the case on the R28) proved successful in finding a
way forward. This certainly has consolidated ADF conviction that such an approach is
useful and necessary.
What posed challenges to ADF
1) ADF a young organisation
As ADF was a young organization, it was confronted to 2 problems:
- The first was a lack of experience in financial management. It was solved
mostly as support money from NGOs like Gift of the Givers and Red Cross
were not handled directly to ADF but directly to the beneficiaries of their
action, in a process facilitated by ADF (repatriation / reintegration).
- The second was a certain lack of trust by other NGOs in particular more
established organizations, leading to certain delays and misunderstandings in
action taken (including transfer of funds) which ended being detrimental to the
displaced community.
2) Lack of clear public policy
It certainly was a challenge to all NGOs involved in the process of attending to the
victims of xenophobic violence. Had there been a clearer framework and position of
public authorities, NGO coordination and action would have been made much easier.
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This lack of clarity is partly understandable, as the crisis was violent, sudden and
spread rapidly, and put everyone in disarray leading them to take emergency measures
rather than well-thought action plans.
However, there also seems to be a lack of public commitment to openly and clearly
address the problem as a problem for South Africans (rather than a problem ‘just for
migrants’). The lack of follow up and punishment of the perpetrators of xenophobic
crimes (some of which were locally well-known), the denial that their action was
‘xenophobic’ (but rather it was deemed ‘criminal’ – without it leading to any police
action) are witness to this lack of state commitment, and remains a challenge for the
future.

© African Diaspora Forum, 2008. Germiston camp, Rand Airport.
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ANNEXURES

Annexure 1 – Summary – Expenditure related to specific
operations
NB: As funding coming from Gift of the Givers and the Red Cross did not generally
transit through ADF, it is sometimes difficult to have an overall view on the amount
of money that was actually spent. We are only able to give a gross estimate on what
was spent in part of the repatriation operation, and part of the reintegration initiative.

REPATRIATION
Number of families concerned = 359 persons (estimate)
Funding allocated by Gift of the Givers to the repatriation = R190.000 (about R530
per person).

REINTEGRATION
Number of families concerned (Bertrams) = 45 families (3 to 6 people each)
NB: 3 families who had been registered for reintegration could not be reintegrated,
due to Red Cross failure to pay for their rent.
Funding allocated by Red Cross to reintegrated families= R1.200 in average, i.e.
about R54.000
Funding allocated by Red Cross to ADF (transport, food provision for families) =
R13.500.
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Annexure 2 – Repatriation Certificate

Annexure 3 – Letter from the Mozambican consulate
congratulating ADF
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Annexure 4 – Press Release
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